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Suppose r is a simple closed C2 curve in the complex plane and let WI , Ws 
be the components of the complement of r. Let X be a compact plane set. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given that any two points x, E X n WI 
and x2 E X n Ws belong to different Gleason parts for the algebra R(X). We 
also give an answer to the question: How thin can a nontrivial part for R(X) be ? 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a compact subset of the complex plane @ and let R(X) 
be the uniform closure on X by the rational functions with poles 
outside X. Two points x, y E X are said to be in the same (Gleason) 
part for R(X) if 
suP{lf(Y)l;fE%q llfll < I,f(x) = 01 < 1. 
Here llfll = v{lf(4l; x E X}. See [4] for properties of parts. 
The first example of a set X which, gives a disconnected part for 
R(X) was discovered independent by A. M. Davie and J. Garnett. 
As is well known the example is a “string of beads” which consists of 
the closed unit disc with a disjoint sequence of open discs deleted, 
each having its center on the interval (- 1, 1). When the discs are 
properly chosen the points in the upper and lower part of the open 
unit disc are in the same part, while all the points on the boundary 
aX of X are peak points (and therefore one-point parts) for R(X). 
(A point x E X is a peak point for R(X) if there exists f E R(X) 
with /If 11 =f(~) = 1, 1 f( y)I < 1 for y # x). In this case we could 
say that the curve r-1, l] separates the two components of the 
nontrivial part for R(X). 
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Now consider a more general situation: I’ is a simple, closed Cs 
curve, with complementary components IV, , IV,, and as before X 
is a compact set. When are any two points x1 E X n IV, and 
xa E X n IV, in different parts ? In Section 2 we give two answers, 
one in terms of analytic capacity and the other in terms of pointwise 
bounded approximation. The last characterization has some resem- 
blance to the Forelli lemma for general uniform algebras (see 
f4, 11.7.31). 
A well-known theorem by Browder [I] gives in particular that 
if P is a nontrivial part for R(X) and x E P, then P has full area 
density at x. Browder’s theorem has subsequently been extended by 
Wang [lo]. In Section 3 we give a different “bound” on how thin 
a nontrivial part P can be. Our result implies that if x, y E P, x # y, 
then given any direction a: almost all straight lines with that direction 
which passes between x and y, must meet P in a set of positive length. 
2. PARTS SEPARATED BY SMOOTH CURVES 
If K is a compact plane set we define the analytic capacity of K, 
Y(K), bY 
y(K) = sup{) f’(co)]; f analytic outside K, f(a) = 0, I f(z)1 < 1 for z 4 K}, 
and for general E we set 
y(E) = sup{y(K); K compact, KC E}. 
We list some properties of the set function y, and refer the reader 
to [4] for the proofs and more information. 
(i) y is monotone, i.e., y(E) < y(F) when E CF. 
(ii) Y(+, r)) = Y, where d(x, r) = {x; 1 z - x 1 < r}. 
(iii) y(E)2 > l/m e Area (E) f or every Bore1 measurable set E. 
(iv) If K is compact and connected then y(K) 2 2 * diameter(K). 
R(X)1 will be the set of (complex Borel) measures p on X such 
that ff dp = 0 for all f~ Z?(X). If v is a complex Bore1 measure, 
we will use the notation 
~(1) = s (d 1 v 1 (2)/I z - 5 I), C(1) = s (dv(z)/z - 1) whenever defined. 
Using Fubini we see that ~(5) < co a.e. (dx dy). The following 
result is well-known (see [4, Proof of Theorem 11.8.51). 
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LEMMA 1. Let p E R( X)1 and let 5 be a peak point for R(X) such 
that i;(C) < 03. Then a(<) = 0. 
Throughout the paper X will denote a compact subset of the 
complex plane @. If U C @ is open, then H”(U) will denote the set of 
bounded analytic functions on U. We will need the following result 
on a pointwise bounded approximation. The result stated is just a 
variation of well-known results due to Gamelin, Garnett, and Davie. 
Following Gamelin and Garnett [5] we define a curvilinear null set 
as a bounded subset of zero length of a C2 curve. A a-curvilinear 
null set will be a countable union of curvilinear null sets. Q will 
denote the set of nonpeak points for R(X). 
THEOREM 1. Let U be an open set, and assume Area (Q\U) = 0. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) For all f E H”(U) th ere exists a sequence {f,> C R(X) with 
supn /I fn 11 < 00 and f,(x) --+ f (x) for all x E U n X. 
(ii) For all f E H”(U) there exists a sequence {fJ C R(X) with 
llfn II < llf II andf&) --+f(x> for all * E U n X. 
(iii) y(D\U) < y(D\X) for each bounded open set D. 
(iv) There is a o-curvilinear null set E such that for each x E au\E 
there exists 7 > 1 satisfying 
Y(&, yV\X) 
1iY+2f y(Ll(x, 6) A au> > O* 
Proof. That (i), (“‘) m , and (iv) are equivalent is really just the analog 
of [5, Theorem 10.51 for R(X). The condition that Area(Q\U) = 0 
ensures that the proof of Theorem 10.5 goes through for R(X) 
with straightforward modifications. Such a condition is needed in 
the modified proof of Lemma 10.2, where we need to know that the 
function 
where h E L”(dx dy), g is a C” function and z = x + iy, belongs 
to R(X): Since Area(Q\U) = 0, we can write 
where a is the set of peak points for R(X). 
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Now let p E R(X)‘-. Then 
by Fubini, since the integrals converge absolutely. By Lemma 1 
the inner integral is zero a.e. (dx dy) on a. So J H dp = 0 and therefore 
H E R(X). 
The rest of the proof that (i), (iii), and (iv) are equivalent goes 
as in [S] and is omitted. 
Finally, the implication (i) * (ii) follows by a variation of Davie’s 
theorem in [2], as outlined by Gamelin and Garnett in [5, Lemma 
10.11. 
We will also need the following result, which can be found in 
[g, Theorem 2.31. A null set E for R(X)1 is a set which satisfies 
/ p j(E) = 0 for all p E R(X)-‘-. 
THEOREM 2. Let I’ be a simple, closed C2 curve and let W be one 
of the components of 6I\I’. Suppose XC W. Then a (measurable) subset 
E C X n r is a null set for R(X)L ;f and only if 
lim inf Y(d(x’ ‘) n w’x) > 0 
6+0 6 
for a.a. x E E with respect to arc length on r. 
THEOREM 3. Let r be a simple, closed C2 curve and let W, , W, be 
the components of @\I’. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) For all f E H”( WI u W,) there exists a sequence {fn} C R(X) 
such that /If, 11 < (1 f Ij and fn(x) + f (x) for all x E X\r. 
(ii) Any two points x1 E WI n X and x2 E W, n X are in 
dsfferent parts. 
(iii) lim inf,,, y(d(x, 6)\X)/S > 0 for a.a. x E I’ with respect to 
arc length. 
(iv) For all 6 < diam(r) and for all x E I’ 
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Proof. Choosingf = 0 on W, , f = 1 on IV, we see that (i) => (ii). 
Moreover, using Theorem 1 with U = W, u H’s, we see that (i), 
(iii), and (iv) are equivalent. So it remains to prove that (ii) 3 (iii): Put 
Let H = T\(E u F) and assume h(H) > 0, where ds denotes arc 
length on r. By Theorem 2 there exists a measure Y E R(X n ml)l 
such that / v j(H) > 0, since H n E = o . By Glicksberg decom- 
position theorem ([4, Theorem 11.7.111) and the fact that R(K) has 
no nonzero completely singular orthogonal measures ([I l]), there 
exists a representing measure X for a point z1 E W, n X with respect 
to R(JFi n X), i.e., a positive measure satisfying Jf dX = f (x1) for 
all feR(W, n X), such that h(H) > 0. Then of course h is also 
a representing measure with respect to R(X). Now assume (ii). 
Then by [7, Corollary 1.31 there exists a Bore1 set G such that 
A(G) = 1 and p(G) = 0 for all representing measures p for y E 
W, n X with respect to R(mz n X). Since (by [ll, Theorem 3.31) 
any representing measure for a point y belonging to a part P is 
carried by P and represents y with respect to R(P), we get that 
,8(G) = 0, and therefore also fi(G n H) = 0, for all representing 
measures /3 for points y E ZV, n X with respect to R( ma n X). Again 
by the Wilken result and the Glicksberg decomposition theorem, 
we get that G n H is a null set for R( mz n X)1. On the other hand, 
since h(G n H) > 0, we get by Theorem 2 that ds(G n H) > 0. 
These two last facts imply, again by Theorem 2, that there exist 
points x E H n G such that 
lim inf r(d(x’ ‘) n w,‘x) > 0 
8+0 6 
This means that x E H n G n F, a contradiction. 
Note. Our proof of the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3 
rests heavily on the use of analytic capacity. It would be interesting 
to see if a more direct proof of this result can be given. Another 
question is how crucial the condition that r is a Ca arc is for this 
equivalence. 
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3. How THIN CAN A PART BE? 
As before we let X C @ be compact. Fix a point z0 E @. For T > 0 
Put 
r, = (2; 1 x - x0 1 = Y). 
Let a = inf{r; r,.nX # @a), b = sup{~; r,.nX # i~r> and define 
M = (I; dB(l-‘,, n X\a) = 0, a < Y < b), where 8 as before is the 
set of peak points for R(X) and de is linear measure on l-‘, . How 
thick can M be without forcing X to consist of more than one part? 
Before we give an answer to this unprecise question we recall the 
definition of logarithmic capacity, here denoted by cap: 
If K C @ is compact and /I is a probability measure on K we define 
the logarithmic potential of fl. U, is superharmonic and lower semi- 
continuous in @. (See [9, 11.231). 
Define 
where the inf is taken over all such measures /I. The logarithmic 
capacity of K, cap(K), is then defined as 
cap(K) = .Y~. 
The definition is extended to arbitrary sets E by 
cap(E) = sup{cap K; KC E, K compact}. 
LEMMA 2. Let p be a complex measure. Then for all r > 0, except 
on a set Z of logarithmic capacity xero, we have 
Proof. Suppose not. Then we can find a compact set K C [0, co) 
with cap(K) > 0 and such that 
s r, i-w d I z I = CfI 
for all r E K. (1) 
Since cap(K) > 0 we have V(K) < co so we can find a probability 
measure /3 on K such that sup,\, U,(z) < M < co, where M is a 
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constant. Since U,(z) is lower semicontinuous, we conclude that 
U,(z) < M everywhere. 
BY (lh 
So by Fubini we must also have 
I UK u r, IA d I z I) 4W) d I CL I (5) = a. 
Therefore 
,(p$/ ry1l5, /dB(+lm=*~ 
i.e., 
But J U,(/ 5 ]) d 1 TV l(c) < M * 11 p 11 < co, a contradiction. 
See [6] for more information on the convergence of k(z), the 
Newtonian potential of 1 p I. 
LEMMA 3. Let H be a subset of the real line and suppose cap H > 0. 
Then for all x E H except on a set of logarithmic capacity zero we have 
cap((x - r, x] I-I H) > 0 and cap([x, x + r> n H) > 0, 
for all r > 0. 
In other words, cap-almost all points of H are points of both 
left and right cap-density with respect to H. 
Proof. The countable union of sets of logarithmic capacity zero 
still has logarithmic capacity zero ([9, 111.81). So it is enough to 
prove that cap-almost all points of H satisfies 
cap([x, x + r) n 23) > 0 for all r > 0. 
(The cap-left density is proved similarly.) Suppose this is not the 
case. Then there exists a subset E of H with cap E > 0 such that 
for all x E E 
Then 
cap([x, x + r,) n H) = 0 for some r, > 0. 
E C u [x, x + r,) n H. 
XCE 
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Let F be the set of points y E E such that for all x E E we have 
y 6 (x, r,). Then the collection {[y, y + r,); y EF} is disjoint and 
therefore countable. Hence F is countable. But 
EC u Ey,y+rll)nHu u <x,x+y,)ni. 
lJEF eoE\F 
The last union can be reduced to a countable union by Lindelef’s 
theorem, so we can write 
E C fi [xi , xi + ri) n H, where xi E E and ri = rxi . 
i=l 
Since cap([x$ , xi + ri n H) = 0, we conclude that cap E = 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
A closed subset F of X is called a peak set for R(X) if there exists a 
function f E R(X) such that f(x) = 1 for x EF and j f (x)1 < 1 
for x E X\F. Glicksberg’s peak set theorem states that F is a peak 
set if and only if whenever p E R(X)J- we also have p 1 FE R(X)-L. 
([4, Theorem 11.12.71). 
We let F, and M be as before. If cap(M) > 0 we let M, C M 
denote the set of points of both left and right cap-density with 
respect to M. 
Then cap(M\M,) = 0 by Lemma 3. With this notation we now 
give an answer to the vague question asked in the beginning of this 
section: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose cap(M) > 0. Then for every T E M,, the sets 
-~ 
4~~ 6 n X and x\4% I r) 
are both peak sets for R(X). 
So, in particular, points in d(x, , r) n X and X\d(z, , I) cannot 
be in the same part. 
Proof. Choose p E R(X)l. By Lemma 2 we have 
for all r E Mu = M\Z, , where cap(Z,,) = 0. Since 
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we must have 1 p l(r,) = 0 for all r E MU . Moreover, since 
we must have p(z) < 00 a.e. d / z 1 on r, , r E M, . By Lemma 1 
and the definition of M 
p(z) = 0 a.e. dlzl on r,., TEM,. 
Therefore, by Fubini, 
so P(4% > WX) = CL(&~, r)nX)=OforrEM,. 
Now fix Y E M,, . Then for all 7t we have cap([r, Y + (l/n)] n M) > 0 
(Lemma 3), so we can find a sequence {Y,} with Y, E Mu and Y, L Y. 
This gives &l(zO , Y) n X) = lim, p(d(z,, , r,) n X) = 0. Similarly 
we find a sequence {sJ, with s, E Mu and s, f Y, so that 
Pm% , r) n X) = li,m p(A(q, , s,) n X) = 0. 
Hence &l(z,, , Y) n X) = &l(z,, , Y) n X) = 0 for all Y E M, . Now 
choose f~ R(X). The argument above applied to pl = fp E R(X)l 
gives that 
CLMZO 9 r) n X) = 0, i.e., s AiiJfdp=O 
and similarly Jx,A(zO,l) f dp = 0. By Glicksberg’s peak set theorem 
we are done. 
If we apply Theorem 4 to parts, we get the following “bound” 
on how thin a part can be: 
COROLLARY 1. Let P be a part for R(X). Suppose x # y, x, y E P. 
Then for all Y in the interval [0, / x - y I], except on a set of logarithmic 
capacity zero, the circle 
F,(x) = {z; 1 x - x 1 = I} 
must intersect P in a set of positive arc length. 
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Proof. . Let m be a representing measure for x with respect to 
R(X). Choose a function f E R(X) vanishing at x. Then the measure 
p = fm is o th r ogonal to R(X). If 5 belongs to a part Q # P and 
p(l) < 00, then we have p(c) = 0, for otherwise the measure 
y(z) = 
1 
P(l;)(z - 5) * p(z) 
represents 5 and is not singular to m (see [ 11, Lemma 2.51). Hence 
if 5 4 P and ~(5) < co then $0 = 0. 
Suppose there exists a set M with cap(M) > 0 and &(F,. n P) = 0 
for all Y E M. Then repeating the argument in the proof of Theorem 4 
we conclude that 
I TV I (c-j = P(+, ~1 n X) = ~(44~~ y)) = 0 for r E MO 
where cap M,, > 0. (*I 
Therefore 
so 
s fdm=O for all f E R(X) vanishing at x. X\dkc.T) 
I , x,d(z T) g(z) dm(z) = g(x) * m(-W(x9 11) for all g E R(X). 
Suppose there exists a representing measure m, for x such that 
a = m,(X\d(x, I)) > 0. Then we conclude that 
I &)I G vi4 - sup{1 &)I; z E x\&V r)>, g E WG 
This is only possible if d(x, r) C X0, for otherwise R(X) 1 F would 
be uniformly dense in R(F), by the Runge theorem, where 
F = [x\d(x, r)] u {xl. But then we can choose m = (1/27r) d8 along 
I’, as a representing measure for x, and we obtain a measure p which 
contradicts (*). Therefore we must have 
m(X\d(x, r)) = 0 for all m representing x. 
A similar argument gives that 
n(X n A(x, Y)) = 0 for all measures tl representing y. 
In particular, m and n must be singular for all m and n, so x and y 
cannot belong to the same part P. This contradiction proves the 
corollary. 
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Instead of using circles we could of course have used straight lines 
with any given direction in Theorem 4. This will give the following 
version of Corollary 1: 
COROLLARY 2. Let P be a part for R(X). Suppose x # y, x, y E P. 
Let 01 denote any given direction. Let Lru denote the straight line with 
direction (Y passing between x and y with a distance r from x. 
Then for all T except on a set of logarithmic capacity zero, the line 
Lra meets P in a set of positive length. 
These two corollaries say roughly that a part cannot be too thin 
along too many curves. The question how thin a part can be is 
closely related to the following conjecture, raised by [Ill: 
CONJECTURE (W). Let Q be a part for R(X) and assume x E &\Q. 
Then x is a peak point. In other words, P n Q = 12( for all distinct 
parts P, Q. 
We end this discussion by showing how Corollary 2 relates this 
conjecture to a problem about analytic capacity and projection: 
CONJECTURE (C). Let E be a bounded set. Let 01 denote a direction 
and let E, be the projection of E along the direction a! onto a line 
orthogonal to 01. Suppose that for all directions 01 the set E, misses 
only a set of logarithmic capacity zero to fill out the whole interval 
between its end points (i.e., the projection E, is “cap-almost” an 
interval). Then 
y(E) 3 c . diam(E), 
for some universal constant c. 
We show that (C) * (W): A ssume (W) is not true. Then there 
exist distinct parts P, Q and z,, E P n Q. By a result of [3]: 
where P,, = P u a and A, is the annulus {x; 2-n-i < 1 x - x,, 1 < 
2-“}. In particular 
f %+4, nQ) < ~0, 
?I-1 
and this implies 
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Choose 6 > 0 so small that r(d(zo, 6) n Q)/S < c and 6 < diam Q, 
where c is the constant from the conjecture (C). Then by the con- 
jecture (C) there exists a direction LY such that the projection E, 
of E = Q n A(z, , S) misses a set of positive logarithmic capacity 
to fill out the whole interval. Then Theorem 4 applied to R(Q) 
(with lines instead of circles) gives that Q is not a part for R(Q). 
Therefore Q is not a part for R(X), using [4, Theorem VI.l.l] and 
[l I, Theorem 3.31. This contradiction proves that (C) => (W). 
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